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Title
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URL

www.szigetnyitudas.hu

Language/s:
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Author (if available):

TREBAG LTD Hungary

Institution Name or
Project:

TREBAG LTD Hungary

Access Date:
e-Civeles Code:

HU06

Main scope of the target group to use the game / platform
(only broadest possible group)

International
European
National
Regional
Local
Primary target group:

Secondary school students and teachers and all others
interested in en-trepreneurship
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Purposes of the game / e-platform
(one or more)

Improving digital competences
Improving (inter)cultural awareness
Gaining geospatial / geographical competences
Learning a language
Improving cognitive functions / brain training

✔

Promoting awareness to immigrants

Summary of the game
The aim of the online game of Szigetnyi Tudás is designed to give a glimpse into the
secrets of the entrepreneurial world by sharing the most important theoretical information
and simulating realis-tic examples and situations; it also draws attention to the
importance of conscious consumer be-havior and moreover, IT IS FUN :)
On the island, you can compete with your fellows and see who will have the most
developed is-land. But you have to work hard for it! You need to collect money for the
purchase of items to de-velop your island, which can be obtained by answering the
player's tasks properly. For help, find information in the Knowledge Base. You can test
your knowledge on three subjects: entrepreneur-ship, agricultural entrepreneurship and
consumer protection.
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Technical issues
yes

no

Registration required
Standalone application / must be installed
Playable directly in a browser. If yes, which one?

✔

Browsers have permission to execute Adobe Flash

✔
✔

Additional software needs to be installed. If yes, which one?

✔

Available for free

Highlights
(remarkable aspects related to this game that should be mentioned)
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References
(For example: Internet link that provides guidelines for teachers who want to use the game)

Screenshot(s) of the game
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